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1 Introduction

Extractive industries — including mining, oil and gas — are an increasingly important part of develop-
ing economies worldwide, providing employment, tax revenue and access to infrastructure (Loayza,
Mier and Rigolini 2013; Cust and Rusli 2014; Cust and Poelhekke 2015). Despite contributing vi-
tal economic activity for impoverished peripheral regions, extractives have become associated with
growing levels of violent social conflict that undermines the livelihoods of local communities, threat-
ens long-term economic growth, and contributes to political instability (Haslam and Tanimoune 2016;
Berman et al 2017; Christensen 2018). One well-studied hypothesis argues that this is due to a “local
resource curse” — a dynamic where highly concentrated costs generate grievances that are not offset
by broader societal benefits of economic expansion (e.g. Paler 2011; Aragón, Chuhan-Pole and Land
2015; Arce 2016).

Although nearly all mining operations generate local-level externalities, not all of them generate
violence. In Peru, the subject of this study, only about 20% of mining regions experience social conflict
in the average year.1 What explains why the local resource curse bites in some places, at some times,
but not others?

This paper elaborates and empirically substantiates two primary mechanisms for the local re-
source curse. First, I distinguish highly visible environmental externalities from chronic, less observ-
able externalities, arguing that only the former generate social mobilization.2 Second, I explore how
high quality local governance can mitigate the local resource curse dynamic by both reducing pollution
and improving compensation in mining-intensive areas.

Using fine-grained data on nine extractive commodities in Peru, I find that a boom in prices
indeed generates significant negative spillovers for local communities. However, only externalities that
are highly visible to the local population increase the incidence of social conflict. Specifically, rising
commodity prices for minerals that generate acute and observable pollution greatly increase violence,
whereas for minerals with less observable externalities the effect is close to zero. As prices for acute
polluters rise, increasing levels of cyanide concentration and acidification are found in waterways near
major mines. Hospitalization rates for acute respiratory problems in children under five go up, as
does the mortality rate for livestock. The same effects are not observed for ‘chronic’ (less observable)
polluters.

The commodity price boom’s conflict-increasing effect is strongest where local governments
have low administrative capacity and low political competition. In contrast, commodity prices do not
increase the incidence of violence where local government has high capacity and/or high electoral

1Defensoria del Pueblo data from 2007-2014.
2I use observable/acute and non-observable/chronic as synonyms in the manuscript.
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competition.3

The ameliorating effects of good local governance function both by limiting the level of external-
ities from mining sites as prices increase and by redistributing resources to those affected by pollution.
Specifically, I find that higher commodity prices for acutely polluting minerals are on average associ-
ated with higher levels of water contamination in rivers near mines, but this effect disappears where
there is high bureaucratic capacity in local government. Similarly, higher commodity prices translate
into more department-level public spending for mining-affected provinces only when there is high
bureaucratic capacity.

This study exploits exogenous variation in international prices, pre-treatment mining facility
locations and conditionally independent variation in department-level governance capacity. I verify the
baseline empirical results, which employ a two-way fixed effects estimator, with a series of robustness
tests and alternative specifications, including placebo and selection tests, in the online Appendix. In
addition, I show a number of supplementary results, including evidence that (1) pre-existing capacity
for collective action increases the intensity of protest responses to pollution4, (2) domestic firms appear
to drive more protest than multinationals (due to the types of commodities they invest in) and (3)
improved information due to disclosures from the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)
does not diminish the effects found in the study.

This work contributes to the growing literature on the local or sub-national resource curse. Pre-
vious research in the social sciences has alluded to externalities as a contributor to mining sector vi-
olence (e.g. Arellano-Yanguas 2008; Aragon and Rud 2013; Aragon and Rud 2014; Steinberg 2016).
The specific causal pathway and conditions under which we would expect this mechanism to operate,
however, have not been fully explored. Furthermore, although the literature suggests broadly that ‘in-
stitutions matter’ for resolving this type of resource curse, there has been limited examination of how
this may work in detail (Orihuela 2018). This study also provides causally well-identified empirical
results.

The analysis has important implications for resource-extracting developing nations, many of
which experience riots or protests related to extractives. Among developing countries in Latin Amer-
ica, Africa and South Asia, extractives constitute on average 22 percent of total merchandise exports
and 7 percent of GDP.5 For comparison, agricultural export earnings contribute on average just 4 per-
cent of total exports and 1 percent of GDP in those same countries. At the same time, 73 percent (54 of

3This comports with related work by Libman (2013) showing that natural resources only drive economic growth in
regions in Russia that have efficient bureaucracy.

4As shown in Appendix A.8, where there were very few non-mining protests in the previous year (<5), a mining price
upsurge results in an 8% increase in mining conflict incidents. Where there were a large number of non-mining protest
actions (30–50), however, the same price increase drives a nearly 40% increase in mining conflict.

5Extractives information is sourced from the World Bank (2014). The sample of 74 countries are those with extractives
exports data and conflict monitoring available from ACLED and MICLA. Appendix F contains details.
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74) of these countries experienced riots or violent protests associated with extractive industries during
the 2013-2015 period, shown in Figure 1. Among the top twenty extractives exporting countries in the
sample the rate was even higher, with 80 percent experiencing riots related to extractives.

The Peruvian experience illustrates both the opportunities and risks of extractives exploitation:
when governance is sufficiently high capacity, Peruvian regions have been able to reap the economic
rewards of mining with relatively few of the downside risks. On the other hand, when local government
capacity is not adequate, serious social conflict ensues. These results exist, however, within the context
of fairly strong, decentralized political institutions in Peru, something that is not a given across lower
and middle income countries.

Indeed, when looking across developing world commodity-exporting countries, only 13% (in-
cluding Peru) have the combination of (i) sub-national revenue sharing, (ii) strong policies to limit en-
vironmental impacts and (iii) strong overall regulatory quality.6 About 57% do not have sub-national
revenue redistribution, 49% lack strong policies to limit local impacts and 62% have insufficient over-
all regulatory effectiveness in the resources sector. This suggests that many countries are likely to
experience the dynamics found in the lowest-capacity regions in Peru – namely that high prices drive
externalities and conflict, unaddressed by governance structures.

The upshot for policy makers and future research is that building governance capacity to manage
the negative spillovers and expectations from mining, oil and gas is imperative. This likely consists of
both top-down policy change on revenue sharing and environmental regulation and increased bottom-
up accountability on the part of citizens (Shackleton et al 2002; Paler 2013). The private sector are
likely to support governance reform, given existing evidence that companies already prefer better in-
stitutions (Cust and Harding 2014) and can find themselves responsible for public goods provision
when governments are not capable (Steinberg 2018, Amengual 2018). There is ample space for the
scholarly community to pivot from identifying the pathologies of natural resource exploitation to test-
ing interventions that can improve governance. We know that vast majority of developing countries
where mining takes place – and where the economic returns to extraction are highly valuable – do not
have local governance institutions that can handle these externalities. One promising line of inquiry
is to study whether capacity building and introducing grievance redress mechanisms helps improve
government responsiveness in contexts where existing institutions are weak.

Beyond the sub-national resource curse literature, this paper speaks to cross-national work on
natural resource, economic growth and conflict. Previous formulations of the resource curse hypothe-
sis argue that national-level fiscal and trade considerations are the primary driver of negative outcomes
(e.g. Mehlum, Moene and Torvik 2006; Ross 1999; Robinson, Torvik and Verdier 2006; Haber and

6Based on the Natural Resources Governance Institute’s Resource Governance Index 2017 and a ‘developing world’
definition of less than $20,000 GNI per capita (PPP) and average resource rents of greater than 5% of GDP from 2005 to
2014. See more details in Appendix E.
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Figure 1: Incidence of extractives-related riots and protest from 2013-2015

Extractives Conflict 
No Extractives Conflict

Source: Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) and McGill Research Group Investigating Canadian
Mining in Latin America (MICLA)

Menaldo 2011), however this study builds the evidence base that negative externalities and poor gover-
nance are a crucial driver of conflict and underdevelopment in mining regions. In addition, the results
contribute to the ongoing debate on globalization (e.g. Rodrik 1997), indicating that international
export pressure without sufficient local governance capacity can be detrimental.

The paper begins with a theoretical discussion of extractive industries, externalities and conflict,
followed by a section orienting the topic within the global and Peruvian context. Next, the data for the
study and the empirical approach employed are discussed. I then present and interpret the results and
test them for robustness before concluding.

2 Externalities and the ‘local resource curse’

In its original formulation, the resource curse is characterized as a ‘paradox of plenty’ where large
natural resource endowments can generate negative outcomes at the national level via a range of mech-
anisms — Dutch disease, rebel rapacity, rentier state, or revenues for authoritarian repression.7 The
scholarly literature has debated whether such a curse exists8 and under what institutional conditions it
may occur.9 However, in the past two decades a distinctly local resource curse has emerged: social con-
flict concentrated in natural resource-extracting regions that is not associated with the mechanisms of
the traditional macro-level resource curse hypothesis (as reviewed by Paler 2011; Aragon et al 2015).

For example, on 28 May 2012, the eighth day of ferocious demonstrations at the Xstrata min-
7Sachs and Warner 1995; Karl 1997; Ross 1999; Ross 2001; Dube and Vargas 2013.
8E.g. Humphreys 2005; Haber and Menaldo 2011; Cotet and Tsui 2013; Nillesen and Bulte 2014; Bazzi and Blattman

2014.
9E.g. Mehlum, Moene and Torvik 2006; Robinson, Torvik and Verdier 2006.
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ing site in Espinar province, Peru, a violent encounter took place between police and protesters. As
demonstrators attempted to force their way into the mining site, police fired live rounds, killing two
and injuring many more (de la Cruz 2012). At least 76 police officers and 45 protesters suffered severe
injuries over the course of several days of violence, which precipitated a declaration of a state of emer-
gency in the province by the central government (La Republica 2012). Rioters said the demonstrations
were intended to pressure the Xstrata company and the government of Peru on the mine’s environmen-
tal record, demanding dramatic action to reduce water pollution from the mine and a greater share of
the mine’s financial benefits (Salcedo 2012).

This kind of incident has become common across the developing world. In November 2017,
hundreds of protesters in Sudan burned local government offices to protest the use of cyanide by gold
mining companies, resulting in at least one fatality (Dabanga Radio 2017). Anti-mining protests in the
Philippines are frequent, citing environmental degradation and displacement (Dela Cruz 2017). Social
mobilization against mining projects is common across India, pitting activists, local communities and
indigenous groups against the pro-growth agenda of government officials (Bhalla 2014). 10

These events have occurred as natural resource investments in emerging economies have soared
since the turn of the century, with both multinational and domestic firms getting involved.11 Driven
by high prices as a result of surging demand from China12, natural resource extraction now represents
just under 10% of GDP on average among developing countries, which is about 40% higher than it
was during the 1990s (World Bank 2016).

This boom in resource extraction has fueled job creation and infrastructure investments, espe-
cially in rural areas that otherwise may be neglected in terms of investment and public goods provision
(Loayza et al 2013; Cust and Rusli 2014; Cust and Poelhekke 2015).13 Natural resource-dependent
low and middle income countries have had income growth since 2000 that is well above average and
have experienced improved health and education improvements that outstrip their neighbors and peers
(McMahon and Moreira 2014).

10 Social unrest of this sort has major costs, in human and economic terms. In addition to the personal costs suffered
by individuals injured or killed in incidents of violence, social unrest negatively affects investment and employment as
firms react to uncertainty (Fielding 2003). Delayed or forgone production by extractive firms affected by conflict-related
stoppages is estimated to generate losses reaching $20 million per week (Franks, Davis, Bebbington, Ali, Kemp and Scurrah
2014).

11There are 45 middle and low income countries where earnings from natural resource extraction made up more than
10% of GDP over the last decade (World Bank 2016).

12see Humphreys 2010.
13Rural areas in developing countries in particular and lag dramatically behind urban areas in terms of economic growth,

education, health outcomes, and reported life satisfaction (Easterlin, Angelescu and Zweig 2011). Survey data indicate that
rural respondents in Latin America, for example, are very concerned about the economic opportunities in their areas, and
are on average more pessimistic about their future economic situation as compared to urbanites (AmericasBarometer 2016).
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2.1 Not In My Backyard

Resource extraction generates a great deal of negative externalities, including environmental damage,
displacement of communities and unwelcome social changes (Aragon and Rud 2014; Arce 2014).
Environmental degradation has become a primary grievance for local communities who contend that
the benefits from extractives have been too few and the costs too many (Bebbington and Williams 2008;
Bebbington and Bury 2009). These externalities tend to be concentrated and visible in the geographic
zones near mines, while the benefits are more diffuse or are repatriated to big cities or abroad.

Although nearly all mining operations generate externalities, not all sites generate social con-
flict. Why is this? Survey evidence suggests that the visibility of externalities is important to local
community attitudes towards mining (Ponce and McClintock 2014). Highly observable pollution, for
example, provides a coordinating device for organizing, as well as coherent and compelling narrative.
Acute pollution also has substantial immediate costs to communities; cyanide (a product of some gold
mining techniques), for example, in ground or irrigation water is very poisonous for humans and live-
stock, even in small concentrations (von der Goltz and Barnwal 2014). Oil spills similarly impact local
residents in highly visible ways (Lilley and Firestone 2013). When externalities are highly visible to
communities, citizens are also likely become acutely aware of any shortfalls in compensation.

In contrast, less visible pollution from minerals like lead or copper is much harder for local
communities to coordinate around. Although lead concentration in soils or increased air pollution
from iron ore or copper concentration processes can by quite damaging in the long run, the immediate
impacts are more difficult to detect.

As a result, we would expect to see much greater social mobilization around rising production
of highly visible “acute” polluters — e.g. gold, tin and oil – as compared to less visible “chronic”
polluters — e.g. zinc, silver, lead, iron, copper or natural gas.14 Specifically, higher international
prices for acutely polluting commodities should drive greater visible pollution (e.g. acidification and
cyanide concentration), leading to greater social conflict.15

14This division of commodities into acute and chronic is based on field discussions with CSR staff across three large min-
ing companies in Peru and a review of the environmental sciences literature (especially Young and Jordan 1995; Salomons
1995; Dudka and Adriano 1997; von der Goltz and Barnwal 2014).

15For example, the predominant gold production technique is “cyanide leaching,” where firms use a sodium cyanide
solution to separate gold from ore. The leftover ore and cyanide solution form a “slurry” that must be set aside in protected
tailings ponds to avoid contaminating rivers and groundwater while it is treated with chemical or physical remediation
technologies (Young and Jordan 1995). With lower grade (less concentrated) gold ores, greater amounts of cyanide solution
and ore must be employed to recover a given quantity of gold. As international prices increase, lower quality ores become
profitable to produce, depending on the cost of remediation. If firms can avoid holding and/or treating cyanide and ore
tailings by dumping them, such as in nearby rivers, they can save money and make marginal ore deposits profitable. Other
externalities from increased production include greater dust pollution and risk to livestock from mining trucks, and more
workers (typically young men) from outside the local area.
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2.2 Governance Challenges

Governments, in negotiation with communities and extracting firms, must manage the countervailing
costs and benefits of mining, mitigating the externalities of production through regulation and compen-
sation. The strength and comportment of government, therefore, are important for whether the costs of
externalities are appropriately addressed:16 poor quality governance in the face of rising externalities
can leave communities aggrieved, as the present and expected costs from externalities exceed their
current and expected compensation (Bebbington and Williams 2008; Bebbington and Bury 2009).

Unfortunately, local and national governments are often unable or unwilling to reign in the ex-
ternalities produced by a growing extractives sector. Among low and middle income natural resource
exporters, 79% (55 out of 70) receive failing marks on the Natural Resource Governance Institute’s
regulatory review of governance for the oil, gas and mining sectors (NRGI 2017). At the same time,
local governments in developing countries regularly under spend their allocated budgets for local pub-
lic goods, meaning they often fail to compensate communities even though they have the resources to
do so (World Bank/BOOST 2015).

The administrative capacity of government influences how much enforcement (limiting exter-
nalities) and re-distribution (compensating communities) governments carry out. When bureaucratic
capacity is low, the government is less efficient at carrying out externalities-mitigating tasks, and thus
can fail to meet the level of enforcement and redistribution required to avoid accumulating commu-
nity grievances. Furthermore, as shown formally by Huber and McCarty (2004) low technical capacity
makes it more difficult to convince bureaucrats to exert effort in their jobs, because “their incompetence
diminishes their incentives to implement the policies politicians” prescribe for them, such as holding
firms to pollution limits or carrying out compensatory projects. This problem is compounded by the
fact that resource boom windfalls can often deter the state from making investments in bureaucratic
capacity (Jones Luong and Weinthal 2006).

At the same time, local politicians facing limited electoral accountability may choose not to carry
out compensatory projects in the manner designed, deciding instead to direct spending to clientelistic
networks or engaging in rent-seeking.17 Besley (2006, p. 126) shows that electoral accountability
more effectively shapes leaders’ behavior – in this case towards following through with the compensa-
tion and redistribution scheme – when there is high political competition for the relevant office. This
dynamic is magnified under decentralization, which relies on heightened electoral accountability to
offset efficiency losses with respect to managing externalities, as compared to centralized government
(Besley 2006, p. 167; Besley and Coate 2003; Tommasi and Weinschelbaum 2007). Moreover, high

16Libman 2013; also see related cross-national work, e.g. Ross 1999: Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson 2002; Mehlum,
Moene and Torvik 2006 ; Robinson, Torvik and Verdier 2006; Libman 2013

17Similarly, they may use scarce bureaucratic resources to address complaints from clients rather than carry out costly
enforcement with extractives firms.
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political competition makes it reasonable for opposition politicians to exert effort to expose corrup-
tion and malfeasance on the part of the incumbent, which can have criminal consequences as well as
political ones.

We would therefore expect variation in local governance quality and political competitiveness to
be highly influential on the degree to which the local resource curse takes hold in a given context. With
strong governance, we would expect fewer externalities and more public goods provision in mining
areas during a mining boom than when there is weak governance. This should result in substantially
less social conflict when there is strong governance, even as social mobilization rises where there is
poor governance.

2.3 Expectations

Grievances about observable externalities undoubtedly drive greater expectations for compensation,
employment, etc. on the part of communities. At the same time, communities may believe that firms
are highly profitable and should be sharing a larger proportion of their earnings with the locals, irre-
spective of externalities. Because local communities have the ability to paralyze the sector with protests
and riots, they can threaten the sector and demand more resources even if environmental externalities
are not so severe or observable — although not only in that case (e.g. Arellano-Yanguas 2008).18 For
example, Christensen (2018) argues and finds evidence in the context of sub-Saharan Africa that new
investments in extractive industries can drive conflict by provoking unrealistic expectations of benefits
for communities, and that companies cannot credibly dispel this misinformation.

I the empirical analyses that follow, I endeavor to distinguish between an ‘expectations-only’
mechanism and ‘externalities plus expectations’ mechanism for the Peru case. We would expect both
observably and less observably polluting to trigger an ‘expectations only’ conflict dynamic but only
observably polluting commodities should trigger the ‘externalities plus expectations’ mechanism.

2.4 Hypotheses

The following subsection summarizes the observable implications of observable externalities as a cru-
cial driver of the local resource curse, and the prospect that local bureaucratic capacity and com-
petitiveness can mitigate these effects via improved regulation and benefits sharing. It also includes
additional mechanisms discussed in the theoretical narrative.

18This hearkens back to the literature on “greedy rebels” (e.g. Collier and Hoeffler 1998; Collier and Hoeffler 2004;
Fearon 2005; Ross 2006; Dube and Vargas 2013).
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First, we would expect that, in line with existing work, higher international mining commod-
ity prices would be associated greater externalities-related conflict. This should hold particularly for
observable polluters, and less-so (or not at all) for less-observable polluters. These observable pol-
luters should drive greater observable pollution (e.g. water pollution) and observable implications of
externalities (e.g. worse human and livestock health).

Second, we would expect that good local governance can mitigate the local resource curse, with
high local bureaucratic capacity and political competitiveness reducing strength of the relationships
described above.

Furthermore, we would expect high previous year non-mining protests to be associated with
a a greater relationship between prices and mining conflict. Lastly, for there to be no ‘expectations
effect’ independent of externalities, higher prices for less observable polluters should not increase
conflict, and overall prices should have no effect on non-environmental mining conflict. Nor should
transparency efforts have any impact.

3 Peru Context

To test these hypotheses, I focus on the case of Peru, which has substantive and methodological ad-
vantages. Analyzing one country that is a price-taker on international commodity market allows us
to take advantage of exogenous variation in international prices. Peru produces nine major extractive
commodities for export, which provides variation across the country. There have been nearly 200 in-
cidents of serious riots and protests related to mining in recent years, occurring over a wide range of
geography. Peru’s aggressive decentralization program enacted in 2000 means that there is meaningful
variation in governance across the country, as well as variation over time. Lastly, Peru in many regards
looks like the modal developing country in the 21st century: middle income developing democracy
with intermittent growth, high variation in governance quality, great efforts to decentralize since 2000
and a mix of domestic and foreign resource-extracting firms.

Mining in Peru has a long and checkered history, winding back to the Spanish colonial period
when forced indigenous labor extracted silver, resulting in long-term negative political and economic
effects (Dell 2010). In more recent times Peru’s extractives sector has boomed following series of
liberalizing reforms in the 1990s under the controversial Alberto Fujimori government, as well as the
end of the Shining Path conflict and return to democracy in 2001. Taking advantage of above average
mineral prices – due primarily to accelerating growth in China and India – mining has again grown to
represent a major part of the nation’s economy. Extractives now make up about 58 percent of Peruvian
exports and just over 14 percent of GDP, with new mines opening and old mines increasing production
(Ministry of Mining and Energy 2012). Peru exports nine major extractive commodities, including
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copper, gold, silver, oil and gas. The geographic distribution of the commodities are shown in Figure
2, with oil and gas primarily in the Amazonian region and metal mining in the Andes mountains.
Figure 3 indicates the contribution of mining to the local GDP from 2007-2014.

Figure 2: Map of extractive facilities (2001)

Not surprisingly, a growing sense of unease among the population with respect to the distribution
of costs and benefits has accompanied the increase in mining activities (Arellano-Yanguas et al. 2011;
Caceres and Rojas 2013; Muradian et al. 2003). From 2007 to 2014, there were 88 riots and protests
explicitly responding to the environmental externalities of mining, as well as 98 incidents denounc-
ing or rejecting the extractives industry more generally (Defensorı́a del Pueblo 2014). Today, Peru’s
ombudsman for social-environmental conflicts reports 150 active and latent “social-environmental”
conflicts with the potential to produce violence, representing more than 70 percent of all local con-
flicts in the country (Defensorı́a del Pueblo 2016).

3.1 Governance

Responding to activism regarding externalities and benefits-sharing, the Peruvian government devel-
oped environmental regulations and a tax revenue sharing scheme that redistributes money from min-
ing duties to the areas where extraction takes place. This includes empowering multiple levels of
government to carry out environmental oversight and building up a decentralized mining revenues
system known as the mining canon.19

19The 2005 General Environmental Law (Ley General del Ambiente, Ley No. 28611) sets forward a general structure for
environmental regulation in the country, splitting responsibilities between the central, departmental and local governments.
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Although Peru’s mining canon and the environmental regulatory scheme appear impressive on
paper, the implementation relies to a substantial degree on local governments’ willingness and ca-
pacity. Departmental governments in particular have an outsize role in the efficient functioning of
the mining canon and environmental auditing, and have discretion in how they carry out their duties.
The central Ministry of Finance’s oversight role is restricted to procurement and accounting concerns,
rather than allocation or political accountability concerns. Thus, as long as departmental authorities
make a reasonable effort to spend the funds on approved project categories and implement a bidding
process that is not obviously corrupt, projects can easily be steered by departmental presidents and
municipal mayors to political supporters, friends and associates (Maldonado 2014).

Holding departments accountable is thus left primarily to voters. The nation has been nominally
democratic since 1980, when civilian elections ended a twelve-year military regime that began with a
coup in 1968. Since then, however, personality-based politics and patronage have dominated the scene,
with only a token role for political parties. As a result, the competitiveness of elections at the depart-
mental level is much more a function of the idiosyncratic quality of opposition politicians and their
own personal networks (Doyle 2011). Thus even within a departmental or district, the competitiveness
of elections to the local executive can vary greatly over time.

At the same time, the technical and administrative capacity of departmental governments varies
widely across the country; executed departmental budget share, a key measure of government capacity,
ranges from 64 to 97 percent during the period of study.20 As a relatively new level of government with
an evolving set of responsibilities and sourcing of revenue, departmental governments are expected to
carry out a broad mandate with a shifting workforce.21 Although administrators gain experience over
time, if and when they depart, project implementation can suffer dramatically in the short term.22

Department and local governments are empowered as Environmental Inspection Entities, and can carry out environmental
inspections under the auspices of the Ministry of Environment. Under the General Law of Canon (Ley No. 27506 of 2001,
later amended), 50 percent of income taxes paid by mining companies are devolved to departmental and municipal and
governments where the associated mining exploitation took place. Redistributed mining revenues from the canon must be
spent on the implementation of infrastructure projects by departmental and local governments, with administrative over-
sight from the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) in Lima. Resources from the mining canon have been especially
targeted to departmental governments, which were established in 2001, with 25 percent of the mining canon earmarked for
the departmental government in the region where extraction takes place.

20See additional details in Appendix G.
21In a series of field interviews, senior departmental government officials in Arequipa and Cusco noted that project

development and administrative management with the MEF often depends on just a few key individuals in the office.
Senior official in Arequipa: “If I left this office there would be no more new football fields, and no more little buildings for
beauty pageants. The project would sit, waiting for attention, in the computer.”

22Civil service at the departmental level often seen as a stepping stone to more prestigious and lucrative positions in the
central government and the private sector, highly competent administrative staff are regularly hired away.
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4 Research design

In this section, I describe the identification strategy, data, and estimation approach. In the ideal ex-
periment we would be able to directly manipulate the intensity of mining activities at a given site as
well as the institutional moderators of interest: government capacity, political competition and level
of transparency. In practice, however, we must rely on observational data, locating variation in the
treatment and moderators that is independent of conflict dynamics (including anticipation effects).
Fortunately, we can take advantage of exogenous variation in international prices for Peru’s nine major
mining exports and the pre-treatment locations of deposits, as well as independent variation in gov-
ernance quality. In this subsection I will discuss the threats to causal inference for each key variable
and describe how I address them in the estimation strategy. A key part of the identification strategy is
the use of time and department fixed effects, which remove variation that is common across units in a
given year, and across years for a given unit.

International prices for the nine major extractive commodities produced in Peru are set by factors
far beyond the local political economy of a single Peruvian department. As shown in Figure 3, all
commodities but tin are produced in two or more departments, and most departments produce more
than one commodity, which means that a reverse causality story would have to account for simultaneous
increases in conflict in multiple departments that is not already accounted for by time fixed effects. In
addition, Peru is not a controlling producer. The highest global market share for the country is for
silver, at 13.5%, however, silver is produced in four non-neighboring departments, each generating
less than 4 percentage points. In the Appendix D I show that international prices during the period of
study is primarily driven by imports from China, ruling out a reverse causality story, where conflict in
Peru raises international prices23

A second identifying assumption is that the location of mining sites around Peru is independent
of the conflict process I am exploring. This would be violated, for example, if companies strategically
selected locations for opening or closing mines based on expectations regarding prices and conflict. In
order to avoid this, I measure mines in 2001, six years before the start of the conflict-prices time series
(2007-2014), well before the mining boom, financial crisis and expansion of conflict in the extractives
sector of Peru.

To characterize departmental government administrative capacity, I employ a metric used by
the World Bank and OECD to evaluate government performance: share of annual budget executed.
Budget execution is highly dependent on skilled administrative staff in the departmental office and thus
is subject to random variation from staff hires, on-the-job experience and departures. In the Appendix

23Scholars and practitioners note that the large mineral price changes during this period were largely driven by changes
in demand from China and other large emerging economies, rather than from changes in production by mineral exporters
(Humphreys 2010).
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I show that, conditional on time and unit fixed effects, departmental government budget execution is
orthogonal to international commodity prices, electoral competitiveness and conflict.

I use the level of competitiveness in the most recent elections for the department presidency to
measure political accountability. The intuition is that departmental presidents and citizens observe
the most recent election as a reasonable proxy for the viability of the political opposition, including
probability that the next election will be competitive. Even if incumbents themselves are not con-
cerned about re-election (choosing for example a one-and-done with maximum corruption approach),
the political opposition can challenge the departmental president in the departmental assembly, make
corruption reports to the national authorities, or use the media to criticize the administration. The more
viable the political opposition, the easier it is to believe that a departmental government will follow
through with commitments to improve conditions for communities affected by mining externalities.24

Within the extractives sector, not all minerals contribute to negative externalities in the same
way. Some commodities require highly toxic chemical washes that if not managed can quickly and
observably damage the nearby environment. In the case of Peru, gold and tin are the most prominent
examples, with gold utilizing a cyanide wash to extract the mineral from the ore, and tin requiring a
strong acid wash. When production increases rapidly, containment ponds and remediation processes
can be quickly overwhelmed, resulting in leaks and spills that nearby and downstream communities
easily observe. Crude oil production also often generates obvious environmental pollution, mainly
due to spills in and around mines, and occasionally along pipelines. I call these minerals “acute” or
“observable” polluters.

In contrast, Peru’s other six minerals – lead, zinc, silver, natural gas, copper and iron – do not
produce intense, acute environmental damage in the way that the three aforementioned commodities
do. Zinc, copper and iron are mined using flotation and concentration, techniques that require grinding
up the ore, mixing it with water and then blasting at high temperatures to remove impurities. Silver
mining once also using chemical amalgamation using mercury, but today is usually separated from
copper using electrolysis. These methods still do produce environmental pollution, including dust and
dumping of leftovers, but the negative effects are more diffuse. Leaching from flotation of lead or
the other metals may cause chronic problems, but in the short run these issues are hard to observe.
Accordingly, I call these minerals the “chronic” or “less observable” polluters.

By comparing the effects of acute vs chronic mineral prices on social conflict, we can adju-
dicate whether the violence effects of higher international prices is indeed being driven by negative
externalities, or simply by heightened expectations regarding benefits to local communities. I use two
specifications to be sure, first comparing the two types of minerals in a regression that includes both,

24In the Appendix I show that, conditional on time and unit fixed effects, the level of competitiveness in a given
department-year is orthogonal to international commodity prices, conflict, and the administrative capacity of the gov-
ernment.
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and then interacting the price indices with the number of mining sites of the relevant type.

4.1 Data

In this study the unit of analysis is a department, and administrative unit of which Peru has 24, during
a given year; the time series extends from 2007 to 2014, for a total of 192 observations.25 The average
department has about a million residents, with extractive industries contributing around 18 percent of
departmental GDP from four production facilities that between them extract two different commodities.

The primary outcome of interest is environmentally-focused extractive industries conflict, namely
riots and protests by communities against the mining industry that specifically mention environmental
concerns. A secondary outcome, which I report in the Appendix, is riots and protests by communities
against the mining industry that do not specifically mention the environment, generally denouncing
or rejecting the sector. To measure these outcomes, I employ a new dataset of environmental and re-
jectionist mining conflict incidents in Peru. These data are obtained from 84 issues of the Peruvian
Defensorı́a del Pueblo’s monthly report on social conflicts in the country from August 2007 to August
2014. The data are obtained and verified by departmental offices of the Defensorı́a. According to
the Defensorı́a officials in Lima in charge of the report preparation, only “fully verified” incidents are
included in the reports; they are sourced from local media reports, NGO partners, government reports
and direct reports from citizens seeking Defensorı́a assistance.

Using the descriptions of the incidents, I use human and machine coding to identify the two
types of conflict. First, two Peruvian research assistants independently coded the events; second, I use
regular expressions to machine code the incidents.26 In the coding scheme “environmental” incidents
are those that were explicitly linked to environmental externalities from mining or related concerns,
while “rejectionist” incidents do not mention a specific grievance, but generally denounce the conduct
of companies, often demanding them to cease operations. Lastly, “demanding benefits” incidents
are those that focus only on additional sharing of benefits or revenues. In addition to the human
coding, I use a regular expression search algorithm on the descriptions of the events and actors involved
(in Spanish) to identify environmentally-related conflict incidents and show in the Appendix that the
results are robust to this alternative method.27

25The special administrative region of Callao is combined with Lima. I use departments rather than districts because the
outcome data are not sufficiently precise over time to consistently code to districts. Furthermore, the type of conflict we
observe, while often starting locally, regularly expand beyond the immediate area around a mine or mining district, such
as main roads and the department capital.

26The results for the latter in the Appendix show nearly identical results.
27The main inferential threat would be from measurement error that is for some reason correlated with international

prices – that is, if the Ombudsman’s office in a given department consistently were more accurate when the department-
specific prices were high and missed a lot more when prices were low. In the field I did not observe this kind of dynamic,
in fact, if anything there is greater concern and attention if prices decline, as the Defensoria often gets inquiries concerned
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Below is an example environmental conflict incident:

Date: July 2012
Location: Cajamarca Department
Incident Description (translated from Spanish): Violent confrontation between protesters and state
security forces; [the protesters] demand that the Conga mining project be declared null for its en-
vironmental impacts, especially the effects on four lagunas considered to be the basis of five river
basins.

I also code non-mining related protest events, as well as Defensorı́a-reported insurgent clashes
related to the ongoing conflict between the Peruvian government and remaining Shining Path guer-
rillas. These outcomes are used for placebo tests in Section 5, showing that the effects demonstrated
in the results are not simply reflecting changes in overall conflict in Peru but instead are extractives
specific.

Mineral prices are taken from the World Bank’s “Pink Sheet” database, which tracks monthly
world prices of commodities. Peru is the world’s 5th largest mineral producer, with nine important
commodities that have significant economic contributions in at least one department. The nine in-
cluded commodities – Gold, Iron, Copper, Silver, Lead, Tin, Zinc, Oil and Gas – are those for which
the Peruvian Ministry of Energy and Mines have detailed production data, which excludes molybde-
num, due to incomplete price and production data. Appendix Figure A.11 shows that Peru is not a large
enough producer of any mineral to control prices.28 Indeed, by pooling across minerals in the mineral
price index, we are able to further hedge against any price influences that may be taking place. Annual
production quantities, employment figures and the economic contribution of mining to department
economies come from the Peruvian National Institute of Statistics.

Since each department is exposed to nine different mineral prices in a given year, I aggregate
them into a single price index that takes into account price changes in all minerals. To construct
the department-specific price index, I first standardize each mineral price (y−µ

σ
) individually before

weighting each price by the share the relevant commodity is within the basket of commodities within
the department. Because contemporaneous production may be endogenous to price and conflict, I use
production facilities reported by the Peruvian Ministry of Mines in 2001, six years before the start of
the study period. The index is defined as:

Iit =
9∑
j=1

pjt ∗ rij

with job losses and tax revenue reductions.
28See Appendix I
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where index price I in department i in year t is defined in terms of standardized price p of
commodity j,and pre-period production weight rij , which is defined as the number of mines of mineral
j in department i divided by the total of mines in department i. In addition to the aggregate index,
in Appendix A I report results from each mineral separately in a series of difference-in-difference
estimations.

The data on transfers from the central government to local governments under the mining canon,
as well as from royalties and concession maintenance and penalty payments, are sourced from the
Ministry of Energy and Mining annual mining sector reports, with annual data by departmental from
2006 to 2014. These transfer amounts are adjusted for inflation using the World Bank figures for Peru,
and are thus in constant 2006 Peruvian Soles.

In addition, I employ new project level data on departmental government infrastructure projects;
government revenues sourced from the mining taxes are legally required to be spent exclusively on
infrastructure investments. Sourced from the Peruvian government’s transparency portal, these data
tell us when projects broke ground in the field and where they were located within the department.
With these data, we can learn which projects were targeted to mining provinces (the administrative
unit within departments). Based on maps from the Peruvian Ministry of Energy and Mines, I employ
new geo-referenced data on the location of active (in production) mining sites, with information for
each of Peru’s 194 provinces.

Since 2006, the Peruvian Ministry of Mines has collected water pollution data from the rivers
adjacent to eleven large mining projects, publishing annual average figures for pH, total suspended
solids, arsenic, cyanide and commodity effluent with the National Institute of Statistics. Using the
names and locations of the mining sites, I code each site with the relevant commodities the site is
capable of producing, based on the underlying geology as reported in the Mindat database of the
Hudson Institute of Mineralogy of the State University of New York. To determine which of the
commodities should be coded as “acute” polluters and “chronic” polluters, I use information from the
American Geological Institute’s “Environmental Awareness” Series, along with information published
on the Metal Mining Environment and Health Alliance at Harvard School of Public Health. To measure
the health impacts of mining, I use annual data from Peru’s Ministry of Environment on the number of
children in each department under the age of 5 who are admitted to health clinics with acute respiratory
problems.

Information regarding direct employment in the mining sector is collected from annual disclo-
sures by mining companies to the Ministry of Energy and Mining. Employment is distinguished be-
tween local (to the department) employees and employees brought from elsewhere (including abroad).
GDP data by department is sourced from the Peruvian national statistics office. Electoral data from the
departmental elections of 2006, 2010 and 2014 are from the official reports of Peru’s National Office
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on Electoral Procedures (ONPE).

In order to measure electoral competitiveness in departmental elections, I use the margin of
victory between the top two candidates for the top office in the 2006 and 2010 departmental presidential
elections. Using margin of victory to measure competitiveness is an approach that has been commonly
employed in research on electoral politics (e.g. Cleary 2007; Holbrook and Van Dunk 1993). In the
highly personalized elections at the departmental level in Peru, using party-based measures is not
feasible. Unlike more consolidated western democracies, party systems at the sub-national level often
do not play a robust role.

For the main specifications, I define high competitiveness as a margin of victory of less than
5 percentage points, and show in the Appendix that the results are consistent when using a 4 or 6
percentage point cutoff, or a 8.1 percentage point cutoff (the median winning margin). The political
competitiveness dummy is then carried forward as a covariate until the next election. Thus, the 2006
election rating is applied for 2007 to 2010, and then 2010 electoral results determine the measure for
2011-2014. In each case then, competitiveness is a pre-treatment covariate that approximates the level
of political opposition, upon which departmental presidents condition their behavior when distributing
mining revenues throughout the department.

To measure departmental government administrative capacity, I employ data on budget alloca-
tions and execution disaggregated by department collected by the World Bank under the auspices of
the BOOST initiative, part of the Open Budgets Portal. Unfortunately, the (twice-lagged) data cover
only through 2013, meaning that for the specifications that use this covariate, we have only seven years
(2007-2013) as compared to eight years (2007 to 2014) for the main sample.

Summary statistics are displayed in Appendix I.

4.2 Estimation

To motivate the estimation approach employed below, I first recapitulate the sequence of events in
the causal pathway this study explores. In year t, the global economy determines international prices
for extractive commodities. In particular, demand from China for mineral imports in t − 1 is an
important factor in international prices during the period of study. Companies respond to prices with
an intensity of mining-related activities in t and t + 1, which produce employment and production-
related pollution, and earn profits. The Peruvian government taxes mining companies on their profits
and redirects 50% of the revenue to departmental and local governments. The taxes charged for year
t determine the redistributed resources, via the “mining canon” and “mining regalia,” in year t + 1.
In t + 1, departmental presidents site new projects based on the quantity of funds they have received
from the central government; they will have known since the closing months of year t an estimate of
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what to expect in t+ 1. Together, the effects of exogenous changes in international commodity prices
on conflict via pollution and rents are not fully realized until t+ 1.

Accordingly, the following model estimates the effect of standardized mineral prices on mining
conflict in Peru:

yi(t+1) = αi + β1Iit + β2Gi(t−1) + β3Iit ∗Gi(t−1) + γt + εit

where y is the occurrence of environmental extractives conflict in Peruvian department i during
year t, I is the standardized mineral price index in the previous year, G is the relevant political mod-
erator (electoral competition or government capacity, lagged appropriately to t− 1 or further), αi are
department fixed effects and γt time fixed effects, followed by the error ε.

In addition, I estimate how the effect of prices on conflict varies by the intensity of mining in a
given department. To do, I interact the commodity price index with the intensity of mining activities
in the department, using the following specification:29

yi(t+1) = αi + β1Iit + β2Mi + β3Iit ∗Mi + γt + εit

where M is the logged count of mining production facilities in the department (all nine com-
modities), as measured in 2001. In practice, β2 drops out of the regression and is accounted for in the
department fixed effects.

The main conflict outcomes are measured as logged event counts (natural logarithm transforma-
tion with a constant of 1 added to account for zeros, which are undefined when logged) in the main re-
gression specifications; Appendix B includes alternative specifications where the outcomes are treated
in levels, as binary, with a constant of 1, and where a poisson regression is used. In addition, recog-
nizing the relatively modest sample size of the study, I include in the Appendix two robustness checks
that show that the results are robust to carrying out small sample corrections for the standard errors:
clustered bootstrap as recommended by Cameron et al. (2008) and the Bell-McCaffrey correction as
recommended by Imbens and Kolesar (2012).30

29Thanks to John Marshall for the suggestion.
30Fixed effects estimators are unbiased and consistent (with respect to the main parameter) for any number of fixed

effects, irrespective of sample size, as shown by Wooldridge (2010, p. 303).
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5 Results

In this section I present the main results of the analysis — showing that higher international prices
drive social conflict related to extractives — before providing evidence that environmental harm and
associated health and livelihood impacts drive the effect. I then show that the quality of local govern-
ment appears to moderate the effect, with high budget execution and political competition reducing
the relationship between prices and conflict. I verify the results are robust to various specifications
and alternative outcome variables, and survive placebo and selection tests.31

Because the outcome variable is inverse hyperbolic sine-transformed32, the coefficients and
marginal effects reported in the regression output and marginal effects tables and plots are interpreted
roughly as percentage changes in the outcome per one unit change in the independent variable (Bur-
bidge, Magee and Robb 1988; Zhang et al. 2000).

Table 1 shows the effect of international commodity prices on three kinds of community-based
conflict in the mining sector. Column (1) shows the effect of the price index on the number of conflict
incidents that are explicitly linked to environmental pollution, indicating that a one-standard deviation
increase in mineral prices causes a 20% increase in the number of conflict incidents. In contrast,
columns (2) and (3) show that prices have a substantively less and statistically insignificant effect on
the incidence of conflict that are related to general rejection of the mining sector, or for incidents where
protestors demand benefits from the sector but do not mention environmental harm.

The results in Table 2 show how these effects scale with the intensity of the mining sector (as
measured by number of production facilities in 2001). Column (1) indicates that the effect of higher
commodity prices sharply rises with the intensity of the mining industry in a given department. When
there is just one mine, for example, prices have no effect on conflict. When there are 10 mines, however,
a one standard deviation increase in prices drives a nearly 50% increase in the number of environmental
conflict incidents, and for 20 mines it is a 69% increase.33 Considering general rejection incidents or
protests demanding benefits, the effect of a price increase are not significantly different from zero, nor
from each other.

31Additional regression specifications, alternative outcome variables and robustness checks are reported in the Appendix
and noted throughout the results section. I show that the results are not sensitive to the choice of a win margin cutoff for
competitiveness, and remain strong after additional small sample size corrections.

32This is almost identical to a log transformation, but has the advantage of being defined at zero.
33These marginal effects are statistically different from zero, and from each other, in a two-tailed test with p<0.01.
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Table 1: Commodity prices increase environmental conflict, not other mining violence

(1) (2) (3)

Outcome: Environmental General Rejection Demanding Benefits

Price Index (t-1) .20* .04 .09
(.08) (.11) (.08)

Departments 24 24 24
N 192 192 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level; * p<0.05. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes
are IHS transformed incident counts.

Table 2: Marginal effects of commodity price index on conflict, by mining intensity

(1) (2) (3)

Number of Mines Environmental General Rejection Demanding Benefits

1 -0.01 -0.07 -0.01
(0.14) (0.10) (0.08)

5 0.32** 0.10 0.14
(0.08) (0.13) (0.11)

10 0.48 *** 0.19 0.21
(0.13) (0.18) (0.17)

20 0.64*** 0.28 0.28
(0.18) (0.24) (0.23)

Departments 24 24 24
N 192 192 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes are IHS
transformed incident counts. ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

5.1 Environmental harm

The results presented in this subsection test the hypothesis that it is primarily environmental harm that
is driving the conflict-increasing effects of resource prices. I first examine whether the most acute
polluting minerals (gold, tin and oil) generate environmentally focused conflict incidents in a distinct
way from chronic polluters (zinc, silver, lead, iron, copper and natural gas). I then use data collected
by the Peruvian government to see whether commodity prices for acute and chronic polluters increase
key measures of water pollution near mines.

The marginal effects shown in Table 3 operationalize the acute versus chronic question by includ-
ing two distinct price indices for each department-year observation, scaled by the number of relevant
mines in the department. The “acute polluters” index includes gold, tin and oil facilities, while the
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“chronic polluters” index is derived from zinc, silver, lead, iron, copper and natural gas facilities. With
just two acute polluting mines, a standard deviation increase in prices raises the level of social con-
flict by 20%, whereas for chronic polluters the effect is a statistically insignificant 6%. With a greater
number of acute polluting mines the effects are even greater — for a department with ten mines the
price effect is a doubling of social conflict incidents, an effect more than six times greater than that for
chronic polluters.

This suggests that observable environmental pollution has a crucial role in motivating incidents
of conflict that target the mining sector. If it were simply expectations of payoffs from the sector,
invoking potential environmental pollution as leverage, we would expect chronic polluters to produce
a comparable level of conflict.

Table 3: Marginal effects for acute vs chronic polluters

(1) (2)

Number of Mines Acute Polluters Chronic Polluters

2 0.20*** 0.06
(0.04) (0.07)

4 0.50*** 0.09
(0.05) (0.06)

7 0.75*** 0.12+
(0.07) (0.06)

10 0.91*** 0.14+
(0.08) (0.08)

Departments 24 24
N 192 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes are IHS
transformed incident counts. Number of mines inverse hyperbolic transformed in the regression specification, included in
the Appendix. Acute polluters are tin, gold and oil. Chronic are zinc, silver, lead, iron, copper and natural gas. + p<0.1
*** p<0.001

Furthermore, Table 4 illustrates how rising commodity prices for acute and chronic polluting
mines impact water pollution near major mining sites, based on river water monitoring data from 11
of Peru’s largest mines. The commodity basket used to compute the relevant price index for each site
is based on the set of mineral deposits at the mining site. For example, the Andaychagua mine in Junı́n
department is capable of producing zinc, copper, lead and silver. The two outcomes presented are pH,
and cyanide concentration. In the context of mining a reduction in pH is harmful, representing an
acidification of the water that hurts fish and amphibians and make river water unsuitable for irrigation.
Higher cyanide concentration is worse for both humans and the environment.

A one standard deviation increase in prices drives a 0.23 (on the pH scale) acidification effect in
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rivers near acute polluting mines, while having not effect for chronic polluters. For cyanide concen-
tration, both acute and chronic polluters have a significant impact, though the effect is twice as large
for acute polluters. This suggests that for local communities, acute polluting mining industries have
an observably different impact in terms of environmental pollution.

Table 4: Prices for acute polluters greatly increase levels of water pollution

(1) (2)

pH Cyanide Concentration

Price Index (t-1): Acute polluters -0.23* 0.72**
(0.12) (0.24)

Price Index (t-1): Chronic polluters -0.02 0.38*
(0.15) (0.21)

Departments 24 24
N 192 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes are pH
(negative is more acidic) and log cyanide concentration. Acute polluters are gold, tin and oil; chronic are lead, zinc, copper
iron, silver, and natural gas. The difference between acute and chronic polluters for outcome (1) and (2) are significant at
the p < 0.09 level. * p<0.05 ** p<0.01

5.2 Health and livelihood impacts

We have seen that rising mining prices, especially for acutely polluting commodities, generate higher
levels of environmental externalities. Does this translate into observably negative outcomes for local
communities? The results from this section show that the environmental externalities of mining are not
just theoretical; as mineral prices rise we see greatly increased levels of acute respiratory problems in
children and decreased livestock production, two critical measures of community health and wellbeing.
We see in Table 5 that for a department that has 4 acutely polluting mines, a standard deviation increase
in prices raises the number of children under 5 years of age admitted to health facilities with acute
respiratory problems by 47 per 1,000 population, or about 37 percent. For highly intensive mining
areas the effect is even larger. We also see that higher negatively prices impact livestock production.
With higher mining prices we see that the number of adult chickens produced per 1,000 population
drops dramatically. At the mean number of acutely polluting mines (4), we see there are 300 fewer
surviving adult chickens per 1,000 population, a drop of 22 percent from the mean.
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Table 5: Negative effects on child health and livestock

Acute respiratory cases (children under 5) Adult chickens (per capita)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Number of Mines Acute Polluters Chronic Polluters Acute Polluters Chronic Polluters

2 -8 -13 -280+ 68
(26) (16) (200) (223)

4 47* -2 -300+ -95
(23) (18) (213) (93)

7 94** 6 -317+ -233
(35) (21) (230) (174)

10 123** 12 -328+ -322
(45) (24) (244) (268)

Mean rate 278 per 1,000 1,359 per 1,000
Departments 24 24 24 24

N 168 168 168 168
Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes are

counts of under-5 children (per 1,000 population) admitted to health facilities for acute respiratory problems and number
of adult chickens (per 1,000 population). Number of mines inverse hyperbolic transformed in the regression specification,
included in the Appendix. Acute polluters are tin, gold and oil. Chronic are zinc, silver, lead, iron, copper and natural gas.
+ p<0.1 * p<0.05, ** p<0.01

5.3 Quality of governance

In this subsection, I test the proposition that good local governance can ameliorate the localized neg-
ative effects of natural resource extraction. First, I show how the effect of natural resource prices on
social conflict depend on the quality of local government, before looking at the implications of local
government on the relationship between prices and pollution near mines.

At the 25th percentile of government capacity (84 percent budget execution), a one standard de-
viation increase in prices drives a 28 percent increase in the number of conflict incidents. At at the 75th
percentile (92 percent budget execution), however, the effect is statistically indistinguishable from zero.
These average marginal treatment effects are illustrated in Figure 3, with low and high government ca-
pacity defined by the 25th and 75th percentiles of government budget execution percentage.34 With
low electoral competition, or medium or low capacity, higher international commodity prices drive an
increase in violence, whereas high political competition and high government capacity mitigate that
effect.35

3425th percentile: 0.84, 50th percentile: 0.88, 75th percentile: 0.92; high competition is defined in this specification by
a 5 percentage point or smaller margin of victory.

35The panels in Figure 3 and Figure 4 use one tail tests for differences in coefficients because the hypotheses are direc-
tional. I include the results with both moderators in a triple interaction in Appendix A.13.
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Figure 3: Treatment effects of commodity prices on conflict, by electoral competitiveness and govern-
ment capacity
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Notes: Panels 1 and 2 report the marginal effects of price on conflict, computed from the regressions shown in Table 1
columns (2) and (3), respectively. A one-tailed test of a significant difference in the effect between high and low competition
in panel 1 rejects the null with p=0.04. For panel 2, a one-tailed test of significant differences of the effect between high
and low capacity rejects the null with p=0.01.

The estimates in Figure 4 show that only mines in departments with high capacity governments
do not increase pollution with higher prices. With low capacity government pH drops by 0.4 and
a more than doubling of cyanide concentration. In the Appendix, I show that price increases affect
environmental contamination in the contemporaneous year, in addition to the aforementioned results
on the subsequent year. Taken together, the evidence indicates that local government quality is a crucial
factor for ameliorating the local, externalities-driven resource curse.
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Figure 4: Good local governance mitigates the pollution from price increases for acute polluters
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pH by acute polluting mines
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Cyanide concentration by acute polluting mines

Panels 1 and 2 report the marginal effects of price on pollution at the level of the mine. The regression outputs are reported
in the Appendix. For panel 1, a one-tailed test of significant differences between effects at low and high capacity marginally
rejects the null with p<0.001. For panel 2, a one-tailed test marginally rejects the null of no differences in effects between
high and low capacity with p=0.09.

5.4 Compensation

On the other side of the ledger from negative externalities, the economic benefits of natural resource
extraction can be pivotal to avoiding social conflict. First, I look at how prices impact mining revenue
transfers to local government, who are responsible to providing compensation to areas affected by
mining via public spending. Next, I examine whether spending is going to the local areas (within
departments) where mining activities are ongoing. Then, I look at direct employment in the sector and
overall GDP growth.

Results in Appendix Table A.12 show that higher prices drive an increase in tax transfers to
regional governments, but unless there is high bureaucratic capacity these increased resources do not
translate into greater spending in mining-affected provinces. When government capacity is in the top
quartile (92% implementation), mining areas receive about 842,000 additional Soles (about $250,000)
per province in public spending for a one standard deviation increase in prices.36 Higher prices also
cause an increase in local employment and wages, regardless of government quality.

5.5 Additional evidence

In addition to the primary mechanisms discussed earlier, the Appendix contains a range of empir-
ical regularities that add additional depth and robustness. Examining the potential for information
asymmetry between communities and companies, I find that increased information from Extractive

36Results in Appendix Table??. On average, for each mining site spending increases about 129,000 Soles ($38,000).
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Industries Transparency Initiative disclosures does not mitigate the conflict-increasing effects of in-
ternational prices. Furthermore, it turns out that domestic firms, rather than international extractive
companies, tend to be responsible for most of the conflict effects, in part because they are more likely
to invest in observably polluting commodities.37 The ambient level of protest and collective action
over other issues (e.g. political candidates, public sector strikes), although not directly correlated with
prices or pollution, appear to increase the propensity of social conflict over externalities. In addition,
price shocks that occur during election years have a much smaller effect than those outside of election
years, hinting at the democratic accountability mechanism for local government. Finally, I find no spa-
tial in extractives-related conflict relationship across departments, further indicating that the resource
curse dynamics identified here are very local in nature.

6 Conclusion

This paper theoretically and empirically unpacks a critical mechanism of the local resource curse –
environmental externalities from mining – and demonstrates how good local governance can overcome
this problem by restricting externalities and provided targeted public goods provision. Unfortunately,
few developing world governments have the requisite institutions to achieve thus: just 13% of low
and middle income resource exporters have sub-national revenue sharing, strong policies to limit en-
vironmental impacts, and strong overall regulatory quality (Natural Resources Governance Institute
2017).

When weak, local governments do not sufficiently enforce limits on externalities or adequately
compensate communities, especially as international prices for resources rise. Data from Peru indicate
that acute, observable environmental pollution and associated negative health and livelihoods impacts
are important drivers of social conflict near extractive sites.

These findings shed new light on the dynamics of a rapidly expanding sector of the economy in
numerous low and middle income countries around the world: large scale natural resource extraction
in rural areas. Even as resource production generates a major economic boost to the country, as well as
to some local workers, substantial negative externalities saddle the local areas around extractive sites
with a disproportionate share of the costs. When those costs are insufficiently managed or offset with
benefits, social conflict ensues.

The results have important policy implications for addressing mining sector conflicts, first and
foremost identifying the central position that local government has in mediating the externalities of

37Overall, extractive sites owned by domestic firms make up 63% of the sample, while multi-nationals compose 37%.
Field interview indicate that MNCs (i) more sensitive to media backlash around conflict (ii) more likely to invest in high
volume commodities that have less acute pollution and (iii) sensitive to the law being applied stringently.
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mining and cushioning communities from international demand for commodities. Second, the results
indicate that the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative may not have the welfare increasing
effects that many assume it has. In the case of Peru, EITI transparency was associated with higher
conflict in weak governance areas by revealing to some communities that they have low capacity local
governments that cannot be trusted to carry out their commitments to reduce pollution and increase
benefits.

Though policy report and media coverage often depict resource conflicts as showdowns between
communities and private mining firms, in most developing countries it is government, whether local
or national, that is the primary conduit for distributing the financial benefits of mining, and who are
responsible for enforcing environmental regulations. Building capacity in local and national govern-
ment, and insuring that accountability for elected officials that have discretion over spending decisions
are two key policy take-away messages from the study. At the same time, it is important to note that
while advocacy organizations and journalists typically focus on conflict related to large multination-
als, the evidence indicates that domestic mining firms, rather than foreign companies, are the primary
drivers for the effects we see in this study. This is large part because they tend to invest in mineral
industries that produce less observable and acute environmental pollution, with the exception of the
oil and gas industry.

Next steps in this research agenda for social scientists should focus on capacity building and alter-
native grievance reduction approaches where government is insufficiently strong. The World Bank and
regional development banks, for example, increasingly use “grievance redress mechanisms,” where lo-
cal communities may make formal complaints regarding development projects. Similar efforts from
the privates sector, such as the Canadian Mining Association’s “Towards Sustainable Mining” program
or global standards for transparency, labor regulations and sustainable mining techniques also are also
worth scientific study.

While the study focuses on a single country, and on extractive industries, the implications travel
beyond Peru. The results on this topic are very relevant for the 53 other commodity-exporting devel-
oping countries that have experienced violence related to extractives in the last several years. Many of
the dynamics observed in mining are relevant to other industries with externalities, such as commer-
cial agriculture or basic manufacturing. Given that developing nations around the world will continue
to exploit natural resources to finance development activities, it will be critical to understand how to
structure the political incentives and governmental institutions so that the risk of this emerging resource
curse is minimized.
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For Online Publication: Supplementary Material for “Unpacking
the Local Resource Curse: How Externalities and Governance Shape
Social Conflict”

Appendix A: Additional Results

A.1: Regression outputs

The following section includes the regression outputs for the marginal effects tables and charts included
in the Results section.

Table A.1: The effect of commodity prices on environmental conflict varies by institutional quality

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Price Index (t-1) .20 .29 2.63 2.36
(.08) (.10) (.84) (.93)

Price Index (t-1) * Highly Competitive -.30 1.67
(.18) (3.34)

Highly Competitive .02 2.80
(.11) (1.93)

Price Index (t-1) * % Budget Executed (t-1) -2.15 -1.26
(.82) (.79)

% Budget Executed (t-1) -2.57 -3.29
(1.36) (2.23)

Highly Competitive * Percent of Budget Executed (t-1) -3.12
(2.11)

Price Index (t-1) * Highly Competitive * -2.13
Percent of Budget Executed (t-1) (3.72)

Departments 24 24 24 24
N 192 192 192 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcome is IHS
transformed incident counts of environment-focused extractives conflict. The interaction in Column (2) is significant at the
5% level with a one-tailed test.
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Table A.2: Regression: Marginal effects of commodity price index on conflict, by mining intensity

(1) (2) (3)

Number of Mines Environmental General Rejection Demanding Benefits

Price Index (t-1) -.22 -.19 -.10
(.13) (.16) (.15)

Price Index (t-1) × .23 .13 .10
number of mines (.08) (.10) (.10)

Departments 24 24 24
N 192 192 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes are IHS
transformed incident counts, number of mines is IHS transformed.

Table A.3: Regression: Acute polluting mining commodities drive conflict

(1)

Environmental Conflict

Price Index (t-1) Acute -.46
(.06)

Price Index (t-1) Acute × .46
number of mines (Acute) (.04)
Price Index (t-1) Chronic -.02

(.14)
Price Index (t-1) Chronic × .06
number of mines (Chronic) (.06)

Departments 24
N 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes are IHS
transformed incident counts, number of mines is IHS transformed.
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Table A.4: Regression: Good local governance mitigates the pollution from price increases for acute
polluters

(1) (2)

Price Index (t-1) -2.20 2.80
(1.38) (4.69)

Budget Executed (t-1) -1.55 1.06
(1.12) (2.51)

Price Index (t-1) × Budget Executed (t-1) 2.41 -2.59
(1.48) (5.09)

Price Index (t-1) × Acute Polluter -5.22 1.11
(2.80) (3.78)

Budget Executed (t-1) × Acute Polluter .74 2.21
(3.64) (4.35)

Price Index (t-1) × Budget Executed (t-1) 5.86 -.93
× Acute Polluter (3.10) (4.46)

Mines 11 11
N 76 58

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Mine and year fixed effects included. Outcomes are pH (negative
is more acidic) and log cyanide concentration. Acute polluters are gold, tin and oil; chronic are lead, zinc, copper iron,
silver, and natural gas; Acute Polluter dummy variable for whether a mine is acute or chronic.
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A.2: Information asymmetry

An alternative explanation for the conflict is information problems regarding the capacity or resolve
of communities, expectations about profitability and benefits or some other factor that would inhibit
communities, companies and government reaching a bargain that avoids conflict. In this sub-section
I present two sets of results that test this hypothesis, first comparing the conflict implications of new
mines with established mines, and second, leverage the publication of Peru’s first Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (EITI) audit in late 2009.

Peru joined the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), an international organiza-
tion formed in 2003 as a global response to concerns about corruption and conflict in the extractives
sector that now has over 50 implementing members. EITI sets a standard for revenues transparency
and civil society engagement that requires countries audit and publish information about the activities
and revenues in oil, gas and mining. As part of the compliance process, a third-party audit must be
carried out and the results made public. Peru became a member of EITI in 2007, and the country’s
first audit was carried out by the consulting firm Ernst & Young and published in late 2009. The re-
port included both a reconciliation of the earnings, tax revenues, and public spending coming from
extractive industries, and also included a civil society consultation component.38 The former greatly
increases the level of public information about the profitability of firms and routing of revenues, while
the civil society component brought together community representatives, companies and government,
allowing all sides to better gauge the resolve and capacity of the others.

The information asymmetry hypothesis implies that the publication and dissemination of the
EITI report would reduce the effect of price on conflict. In contrast, Table A.5 provides suggestive ev-
idence that during the post-EITI report commodity prices may have an even greater violence-increasing
effect than before. In particular, column (2) indicates that the effect is focused on low capacity depart-
ments, although a test of differences of coefficients does not reject the null. This evidence is consistent
with transparency increasing information for communities, and in weak institutional environments
more clearly revealing that the government has capacity problems.

If the information asymmetry account is correct, we would also expect the price-conflict rela-
tionship would be strongest for newly established mines, where there is the least information available
about profitability, community attitudes and expectations, and other important bargaining factors. At
the same time, longstanding mines should be less vulnerable to this information asymmetry, mitigating
the effect of commodity prices on conflict. As Table A.6 indicates, however, price shocks in fact do
not appear to drive conflict around new mines, only long established ones. This suggests that commu-

38A civil society coordinator in Lima:“The companies in fact pay a lot of taxes. You see, now we basically know who
the corrupt guys are. But the people, they just assume that the next person will be corrupt also. There was one candidate
running for office in one of the highland departments (en la Sierra) who campaigned by saying ’we will steal less’ (vamos
a robar menos).”
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nities may be initially giving companies and the government the benefit of the doubt, only resorting
to riots and protests after negative externalities have manifested for some time and the government
proven unwilling or incapable of addressing them. Another interpretation would be that firms may
be considering the probability of social conflict when deciding where to open a new site, and thus
on average select into areas that appear more peaceful, something they cannot do for long-established
sites.

Table A.5: Improved information exacerbates, rather than mitigates, conflict

(1) (2)

Pre-EITI Post-EITI
Capacity Report Report

0.11 0.28
(0.08) (0.12)

Low 0.16 0.35
(0.08) (0.17)

High -0.02 0.15
(0.08) (0.12)

Departments 24 24
N 192 192

Standard errors clustered at the department level; + p<0.1, * p<0.05 for two-tailed test. Department and year fixed
effects included. Outcome is ihs transformed count of environmental extractives conflict incidents.

Table A.6: Prices weighted by established mines drive conflict, not when weighted by new mines

(1) (2) (3)

Price Index (t-1, weights: mines established 2005-2006) -.09 -.13
(.07) (.09)

Price Index (t-1, weights: mines established before 2001) .20* .22*
(.08) (.08)

Departments 24 24 24
N 192 192 192

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level; + p<0.1, * p<0.05 for two-tailed test. Department and year
fixed effects included. Outcome is ihs transformed count of environment-focused extractives conflict incidents.
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A.3: Election year dynamics

In order to further understand the political incentives for departmental presidents, Table A.7 shows
how the effects of price on conflict vary in election and non-election years. In non-election years
(which make up six of the eight years in the sample), the effects about 60% larger than election years.
Taking into account government capacity, we see that election years cut the marginal effect of price
increase by 40% in low quality areas. In places with high quality government the effect of an election
year is trivial, as the high quality areas already have a marginal effect of close to zero.

Table A.7: Election year mitigates conflict effects of price increases.

(1) (2)

Capacity No Election Election Year

0.22 0.14
(0.10) (0.16)

Low 0.30 0.18
(0.09) (0.16)

High 0.05 0.07
(0.12) (0.18)

Departments 24 24
N 192 192

Standard errors clustered at the department level; + p<0.1, * p<0.05 for two-tailed test. Department and year fixed
effects included. Outcome is ihs transformed count of environmental extractives conflict incidents.
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A.4: Effects by mineral type

In this subsection I show difference in difference specifications for each of the nine mineral types in-
cluded in the study. In each case, the independent variable is the interaction of the standardized inter-
national price for that mineral and the number of production facilities in a given department (measured
in 2001). The constituent terms of price and number of facilities each drop out with the time and unit
fixed effects, leaving the interaction term. This coefficient indicates the effect (per facility) of a one
standard deviation increase in price as compared to locations without any facilities with that mineral.
Table A.8 shows that the main contributors to the conflict increasing effects of extractives are the acute
polluters: oil, gold, and tin. Although zinc, silver, copper and lead also have negative externalities,
they tend to be chronic and slow accumulating, including heavy metals in the air or leaching in the
water table, and therefore are less apparent in the short run. Natural gas is a mixed bag, as it is typically
extracted with oil, but itself less prone to polluting spills. We see a small but significant positive effect
on conflict, although I categorize gas with the chronic polluters.

Table A.8: Difference in difference by mineral commodity (Outcome: mining conflict)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Copper price (t-1) * Copper sites .03
(.03)

Gas price (t-1) * Gas sites .03
(.01)

Gold price (t-1) * Gold sites .11
(.01)

Iron price (t-1) * Iron sites .03
(.14)

Lead price (t-1) * Lead sites -.00
(.01)

Oil price (t-1) * Oil sites .08
(.03)

Silver price (t-1) * Silver sites .02
(.03)

Tin price (t-1) * Tin sites .20
(.05)

Zinc price (t-1) * Zinc sites -.00
(.01)

Departments 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
N 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192 192
Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included.
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A.5: Wages for mining workers

In this subsection, I show the effect of international prices on the wages commanded by workers in the
mining sector of Peru. Unfortunately, the Peruvian Ministry of Energy and Mines has published wages
for exctractives only at the national level, though for several types of workers, including administrative
staff, managers, plant employees and support staff. In the following analysis I show some evidence that
prices raise wages over the four job types over five years. Given that there are effectively 4 clusters,
with two missing data points, this is prima facie evidence rather than a rigorous test.

Table A.9: Prices increase average extractive sector wages

Price Index (previous year) 3545.2
(1773.4)

Job categories 4
N 18

Standard errors clustered by job category, category fixed effects included.
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A.6: Spatial spillovers of violence

In many cases violence, like other collective action, is concentrated in terms of geography. Conflict
can spill over from one geographic unit to neighboring areas as riots spreads, groups move, or leaders
coordinate actions. In this section I show that in the case of riots and protests in the extractives sector
of Peru, there does not appear to be spatial spillovers of conflict from one department to its neighbors.
This is likely in part because this study employs a relatively large administrative unit, the department,
as the unit of analysis, in an effort to contain spillovers.

Table A.10 indicates that there is no significant effect of commodity prices on violence in neigh-
boring departments, providing evidence that violence in extractives in Peru does not spill over. The
regression results also verify that the main treatment effects remain after including neighbor conflict
as a control.

Table A.10: No observable spillovers of violence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Environmental Conflict Neighbor Neighbor
Environ Conflict Non-mining

Price Index (t-1) .20* .19* .19* -.07 -.10
(.08) (.08) (.08) (.11) (.07)

Neighbor Enviro Conflict .03 .03
(.06) (.06)

Neighbor Non-mining Conflict -.11 -.10
(.09) (.09)

Departments 24 24 24 24 24
N 192 192 192 192 192

Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included.
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A.7: Diminishing marginal returns to price increases

In this subsection I test the hypothesis of decreasing marginal returns to price increases for mine opera-
tors. In short, firms can respond to price increases in the short run by increasing production at existing
mines, but cannot quickly bring new mines into production. As firms increase production, the average
quality of ore declines, as mines were already extracting the highest quality available ore at the site. If
correct, this hypothesis would predict larger treatment effects of price on conflict at high prices.

To operationalize this I rescale the commodity price index so that the minimum is zero. I then
interact the price index with itself, so that we can observe how the marginal effect of price on conflict
and pollution changes with price. Figure A.1 shows that conflict responds to price in a quadratic
relationship, with the marginal effect of prices increasing in prices.

Figure A.1: Treatment effects of commodity prices on conflict
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Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcome is IHS transformed
enviroment-related mining conflict incidents

A.8: Ambient protest; propensity for collective action

Although the placebo tests in Table A.15 indicate that mining prices do not directly affect wider societal
unrest unrelated to extractives, theories of collective action predict that coordinating a protest around a
particular issue may be easier when there is pre-existing social infrastructure or momentum. Specific
to the mining, Kopas and Urpelainen (2016) show that the strength of pre-existing NGO networks is
an important predictor of whether prices drive protest related to mining. In this section I show that
the level of non-mining protest in year t − 1 affects the degree to which prices in year t − 1 affect
extractives-related conflict in year t. The idea is that when civil society is organizing collective action
about other topics, they are more likely to be able to mobilize a riot or protest related to mining.
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Figure A.2 reports the effect of a one standard deviation increase in prices in t−1 on extractives
conflict, varying by the logged number of non-mining protest incidents in t − 1. This moderating
variable is otherwise uncorrelated with extractives conflict, both in t and t− 1.

Figure A.2: Treatment effects of commodity prices on conflict, by level of non-mining protest in t-1
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All coefficients are significantly different from one another with p<0.04

A.9: Multinational firms versus domestic mining firms

In contemporary journalistic accounts of conflict in the mining sector, large multi-national mining
firms are often cited as driving conflict in the mining sector. Several theories have been put forward to
explain why foreign firms would be targeted, including nationalist feelings, with a narrative foreigners
stealing the resources from a country, or that multinationals have a great deal of political power and thus
force the government to not enforce environmental regulations to increase profits, leading to conflict.
In the case of Peru, among most other mineral exporters, however, domestically owned and operated
firms are also an important part of the sector.

While multinationals indeed often have greater access to capital and expertise, and can threaten
to sue a host country in international courts, foreign firms are also suffer greater costs at the hands
of the international media, foreign shareholders and their home governments when conflict occurs.
At the same time, capital access plays an important role regarding what industries a company may
get involved with, for example, the highly capital intensive copper, iron or oil and gas industries,
or smaller scale industrial gold industry, silver or tin industries. As seen in the main results, these
industries contribute differently to conflict, in part because of the difference in the observability of the
environmental pollution produced by the sector. As it turns out, other than the oil and gas industry,
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price changes do not increase conflict for multi-national firms, but do for domestic firms in gold, tin,
and oil/gas.

Figure A.3: Treatment effects of commodity prices on conflict, multi-national and domestic
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Price index: Domestic firms
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Notes: In panel 1 the treatment effect for not competitive, low capacity governments is significantly different from high
competition, or high capacity in a two-tailed test of difference of coefficients with p<0.002 and p<0.01 respectively. The
effect for medium capacity, low competition is significantly different from high capacity or high competition in a one-tailed
test only. In panel 2 no coefficient is significantly different from zero or different from any other.
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A.10: Impacts of Social Action

When communities engage in protests and riots to draw attention to the externalities and lack of ben-
efits, does this social action have any impact on subsequent government behavior? In particular, do
protests result in greater government attention in the following year? Although tenuous from an iden-
tification perspective due to potential exclusion restriction violations, we can use an instrumental vari-
ables strategy to estimate the effect of conflict on subsequent departmental government budget ex-
ecution and spending in mining areas.39 Instrumenting the number of social conflict incidents with
international prices, Table A.11 provides some initial evidence that on average social action generates
greater government action in the following year. For each additional protest or riot the next year’s
government budget execution is estimated to rise by 2 percentage points. The amount of new spending
destined for a department’s mining provinces is estimated to increase by about 8 million soles (about
$2 million). Although suggestive due to the exclusion restriction concerns mentioned above, these
results imply that protests have been somewhat successful at generating attention for communities.

Table A.11: Impacts of protests/riots on following year’s local government performance

(1) (2)

Budget Execution Spending in mining provinces
(millions of Soles)

Environmental Conflict Incidents .02* 7.9
(.01) (5.6)

First stage F test 9.6 8.5
Departments 24 24
N 192 168

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Outcomes are in the year following conflict incidents (T+1).
Conflict incidents instrumented with prices interacted with number of mines.

39The first stage F statistics suggest that the instruments are just strong enough.
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A.11: Government Transfers and Spending

Table A.12 shows that per capita tax transfers to the department government increases in the year after
prices rise by about 22.7 Soles per person (24 million Soles for the average department). However,
there is no significant shift in spending in mining-affected provinces, as seen in columns (2) and (3).
At the same time, although there is an increase of 0.55 per 1,000 population in local jobs in the sector
(585 jobs for the average department), there is relatively low overall associated economic growth, as
seen in column (4). Per capita GDP increases by about 95 Soles per person (constant 1994 prices),
which is the equivalent of $73 in present day U.S. dollars.

Table A.12: Impacts of price increases on government spending and local economy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Govt spending, Gov spending, Local mining
Tax mining areas mining areas jobs GDP

transfers (per mining prov.) (per mine) per capita per capita

Price Index (t-1) 22.7 -2.65 -1.07 .55 95
(8.5) (3.71) (1.27) (.24) (92)

Departments 24 24 24 24 24
N 192 128 128 120 144

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes in (2)
and (3) in millions of Peruvian Soles, (4) in jobs per 1,000 population.

The upshot is that although there is greater employment in the sector and more resources avail-
able to the department government for infrastructure spending, those benefits are not reaching the
areas most negatively affected by the externalities of mining. At the same time, the relatively slow
local economic growth from higher resource prices is not likely to outweigh the observable pollution
these communities.

A.12: Persistence of effects over time

The following specifications include two additional lags of the independent variables in order to ob-
serve how the effects of acute and chronic polluters’ prices changes over time. One hypothesis might
be that acute polluters eventually do cause conflict after some number of years, but acute polluters
drive conflict swiftly. We don’t see evidence of that so far.

Thinking more about the durability of governance improvements, I run a lagged model of the
interaction of prices and governance capacity, finding that the effects are almost entirely short-run. In
t+2 we still find the same pattern of effects but with marginal effects close to zero. We do not find any
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backlash effects in the following year in either good or bad governance settings but neither do we see
further reductions in conflict.

A.13: Governance Triple Interaction

Including both governance moderators, we learn that the individual effects of electoral competitiveness
and government capacity are additive in nature. Figure A.4 shows the average treatment effects for each
combination of departmental covariates, showing that commodity prices drive an increase in violence
where there is low to medium department government capacity and a lack of electoral competitiveness.
At their worst, the combination of low capacity and low electoral competitiveness together produce a
94% increase in the incidence of conflict. In contrast, with high electoral competition and high de-
partmental government capacity, prices can mitigate conflict and possibly produce even a reduction in
conflict: though not statistically different than zero, the high capacity, high competitive point estimate
reflects a 15 % reduction in conflict events.40

Figure A.4: Treatment effects of commodity prices on conflict, by electoral competitiveness and gov-
ernment capacity
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40The limited number of elections during the period of study reduces the power of the competition analysis relative to
bureaucratic capacity, however this biases us towards finding no significant effects.
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Table A.13: Impact of acute and chronic polluting commodities’ prices over time

(1)

Environmental Conflict Incidents

Price Index (t-1) Acute -.78***
(.15)

Price Index (t-1) Acute × .68***
number of mines (Acute) (.13)
Price Index (t-1) Chronic .04

(.14)
Price Index (t-1) Chronic × .03
number of mines (Chronic) (.06)
Price Index (t-2) Acute .08

(.16)
Price Index (t-2) Acute × -.00
number of mines (Acute) (.09)
Price Index (t-2) Chronic .03

(.17)
Price Index (t-2) Chronic × -.02
number of mines (Chronic) (.09)
Price Index (t-3) Acute .00

(.28)
Price Index (t-3) Acute × -.03
number of mines (Acute) (.20)
Price Index (t-3) Chronic -.00

(.13)
Price Index (t-3) Chronic × -.07
number of mines (Chronic) (.06)

Departments 24
N 144

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes in IHS
transformed incidents.
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Table A.14: Impact of governance over time

(1)

Environmental Conflict Incidents

Price Index (t-1) 2.04*
(1.05)

Budget Executed (t-1) -2.75**
(.95)

Price Index (t-1) × Budget Executed (t-1) -2.12+
(1.20)

Price Index (t-2) 2.04*
(1.05)

Budget Executed (t-2) -.24
(.72)

Price Index (t-2) × Budget Executed (t-2) -1.09
(.92)

Departments 24
N 168

Notes: Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year fixed effects included. Outcomes in IHS
transformed incidents. + p<.1 * p<.05 ** p<.01
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Appendix B: Robustness checks

In this section, I show a set of robustness checks to further strengthen the case for the claims made
in the article. First, I conduct several placebo tests to help verify that the effects we observe above
are in fact reflecting the hypothesized strategic interactions. This approach examines the effect of the
treatment, in this case commodity prices, on dependent variables known to be unaffected by the causal
pathway in question (Rosenbaum 2002). Then, in I carry out two small sample adjustments to the
standard errors of the main specification in order to insure that the results are robust. The results are
reported in Table A.17. Second, I use an alternative weighting scheme for the international commodity
prices index, utilizing deposits rather than production facilities. Table ?? presents the results from the
two indices, which agree. Third, in Figure A.5 I show that results are robust to whether outcome is in
levels (not logged), binary, or carried out with a Poisson regression rather than OLS. Lastly, I vary the
cutoff for what qualifies as high electoral competition for the departmental presidency to show that the
results are not sensitive to this arbitrary choice. In the main results, the cutoff is set at 5 percentage
points; in Table A.6 I show that the results are consistent when using a 4, 6 or 8.1 percentage point
cutoff (8.1 being the median win margin).
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B.1: Placebo and selection tests

In Columns (1) and (2) of Table A.15 I estimate the same specifications as presented in main results
(Table 1), but also including lead terms (year t + 1) for prices, competition and capacity. The effects
on the original treatment terms are maintained, while there are no significant effects on the placebo
terms, thus providing strong evidence in favor of the causal pathway I propose, while ruling out reverse
causality as the driver of the results. In columns (3) and (4) of Table A.15, I show that commodity
prices have no effect on non-mining related protests, as measured by the Defensorı́a del Pueblo, nor
on clashes between Peruvian government forces and Shining Path insurgents. This indicates that the
results shown above are not simply measuring general upheaval or violence in Peru, but instead the
very specific phenomenon of mining related social conflict.

Table A.15: Placebo test shows no effects for treatment at t+1, and original effects remain.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Original Placebo Non-mining Insurgent

prices at t+1 protest clashes

Competitive Capacity

No Low 0.32 0.04 -0.02 0.03
(0.10) (0.07) (0.10) (0.06)

No High 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.10
(0.13) (0.10) (0.09) (0.07)

Yes Low 0.26 -0.07 -0.12 0.06
(0.27) (0.07) (0.20) (0.11)

Yes High -0.17 -0.07 0.01 0.05
(0.20) (0.10) (0.09) (0.08)

Departments 24 24 24 24
N 192 192 192 192

Notes: This table reports the marginal effects of price on three measures of conflict, with columns (2), (3) and (4) func-
tioning as placebos. Standard errors clustered at the department level; ** p<0.01; department and year fixed effects
included.

Table A.16 contains a set of selection tests that show that the two main moderators of interest
can be treated as exogenous to extractives conflict and commodity prices. If this were not the case, the
conditional relationships show in the results would be subject to potential selection bias. The follow-
ing five regressions rule out a direct relationship between electoral competitiveness and departmental
government capacity with conflict incidence, international commodity prices and each other, condi-
tional on time and unit fixed effects. This gives us confidence that the estimates shown in the results
are not the product of selection, but instead the true political process of interest.
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Table A.16: Selection test: Moderators are orthogonal to price and to conflict

Highly Percent Highly Percent Percent
Competitive Execution Competitive Execution Execution

Price Index (t-1) -.07 -.01
(.09) (.01)

Conflict events (IHS trans.) -.00 -.02
(.06) (.01)

Highly Competitive -.00
(.01)

Departments 24 24 24 24 24
N 192 192 168 168 168
Standard errors clustered at the department level.
Department and year fixed effects included.

B.2: Small sample adjustments
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Table A.17: Marginal effects with small sample adjustments to standard errors.

(1) (2) (3)

Original Clustered Bootstrap Bell-McCaffrey
Stata VCE Clustered 1000 reps Biased-Reduced Linearization

No Low 0.35 0.35 0.35
(0.10) (0.11) (0.14)

No High 0.15 0.15 0.15
(0.12) (0.13) (0.16)

Yes Low 0.23 0.05 0.05
(0.25) (0.29) (0.32)

Yes High -0.13 -0.13 -0.06
(0.15) (0.19) (0.20)

Departments 24 24 24
N 192 192 192

Standard errors clustered at the department level.
Department and year fixed effects included.
Coefficients are marginal average treatment effects of price on conflict.

B.3: Alternative specifications
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Figure A.5: Showing robustness to the use of event counts in levels, binary dependent variable or
Poisson regression
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Figure A.6: Showing robustness to the definition of “competitive”
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Appendix C: Alternative conflict outcome variables

In this section I employ two alternative outcomes for measuring mining conflict related to the grievances
discussed earlier in the article. First, I use a machine-coded outcome from the Defensorı́a del Pueblo
reports which flags mining-related conflict incidents that cite environmental concerns. Using the
machine-coded approach has the advantage of eliminating discretion on the part of research assistants,
but may also miss events that are related to the environment but do not have any of the keywords.
Second, I use an outcome, coded by the Peruvian research assistants, “rejectionist” violence events in
which communities explicitly reject mining activities but do not specifically mention environmental
degradation.

Table A.18 displays the marginal treatment effects of a one standard deviation increase in mining
prices on these two outcomes, and shows that they are consistent with the main results. In particular,
as shown in column (2) rejectionist violence that is not specifically related to environmental external-
ities largely follow the same pattern as environment-related events in low competition areas but with
coefficients that are about half the size. In high competition areas, the point estimates are negative,
though with large standard errors.

Table A.18: Main results using three alternative outcome variables

(1) (2)
Machine-coded Rejectionist (not Demanding

environmental conflict specifically environment) Benefits

Competitive Capacity

No Low 0.30 0.19 0.03
(0.10) (0.14) (0.13)

No High 0.16 -0.02 0.03
(0.09) (0.13) (0.09)

Yes Low 0.21 -0.03 0.51
(0.21) (0.16) (0.25)

Yes High 0.06 -0.17 0.03
(0.11) (0.15) (0.14)

Departments 24 24 24
N 192 192 192

Standard errors clustered at the department level. Department and year
fixed effects. Coefficients are marginal average treatment effects. Outcome is logged event count.
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Appendix D: Exogeneity of international mining prices

In order to bolster the argument for international mining prices being exogenous, I show evidence
here that during the period of study prices for mineral commodities are driven by imports to China
and other large importers, rather than by conflict in Peru. Humphreys (2010) writes that Chinese
demand for mineral commodities was voracious, weakening during the global financial crisis, and then
recovering. Specifically, as shown in Table A.19 a one standard deviation in the volume of imports to
China of a commodity is associated with a 0.24 standard deviation increase in price in the following
year.

Table A.19: Outcome: Standardized international mineral prices

(1)

China Import Trade Value in Constant US Dollars (t) -.10
(.11)

China Import Trade Value in Constant US Dollars (t-1) .24
(.08)

Minerals 8
N 48
Standard errors clustered at the mineral level. mineral and year fixed effects included.
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Appendix E: Generalizing the effects

Where do the results of this study generalize? Peru is an advantageous case, in that it sits in the
center of the distribution of developing countries with respect to many important covariates, including
democracy, income, resource extraction and conflict. Examining the decade from 2005 to 2014, there
are 63 developing countries (less than $20,000 GDP per capita PPP) that had average resource rents
of greater than 5% of GDP and 43 with average resource rents greater than 10% of GDP.

Using data from the 2017 Resource Governance Index, published by the Natural Resource Gover-
nance Institute (Available at https://resourcegovernance.org/analysis-tools/publications/
2017-resource-governance-index), we can see that relatively few have critical institutions that the
Peru case indicates are important to preventing resource conflict. We have institutions data on 53 of
the 63 ‘>5%’ countries and 36 of the 43 ‘>10%’ countries. Peru is one of the relatively few that
qualify for the ‘super institutions’ category among both groups.

Countries with resource rents
Institution >5% GDP >10% GDP

(1) Subnational Sharing 43% 47%
23/53 17/36

(2) High regulatory quality 38% 22%
20/53 8/36

(3) Strong local impact rules 51% 50%
27/53 18/36

Super institutions (all three) 13% 11%
7/53 4/36
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Appendix F: Sample of developing countries with extractives con-
flict

The sample of 74 low and middle income countries displayed in the introduction is based on two data
sources where conflict monitoring is ongoing. In order to characterize whether a given country has
experience riots or protest (not civil war violence, as is reported by UCDP, for example), text descrip-
tions of conflict events are required. The sample is drawn from the Armed Conflict Location & Event
Data Project (ACLED), which covers Africa and eleven countries in South Asia (India, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Thailand and Myanmar). The McGill
Research Group Investigating Canadian Mining in Latin America (MICLA) covers all the countries
of Latin America and the Caribbean. For regional completeness, I include Argentina, Chile, Uruguay
and Venezuela, even though as of 2014 they were categorized by the World Bank as “high income,”
though Argentina and Venezuela have since be reclassified (again) as middle income countries. The
extractive industries exports and other relevant economic information discussed in the introduction are
sourced from the World Bank’s “World Development Indicators” database.

For the characterization of extractives-related conflict, the conflict descriptions from each of
the 74 countries during the years 2013-2015 were collected. ACLED Asia only covers 2015, while
ACLED Africa covers 2013-2014; MICLA covers all three years. The following regular expressions
text coding in Stata was used to identify which conflicts were extractives-related.

gen e x t r a c t i v e =( regexm (NOTES, ” mining ” ) | regexm (NOTES, ” o i l ” ) |
regexm (NOTES, ”LNG ” ) | regexm (NOTES, ” e x t r a c t ” ) | regexm (NOTES, ” mine ” ) )

I then manually inspected each of the events that were captured in the coding to verify their
relevance. Those that were not related were removed. For example, in Cambodia several events related
to 1970s era landmines were captured as they include the term “mine”. This approach is effective at
excluding false positives but cannot address false negatives. It is therefore likely that extractives-related
conflict events were excluded from the list, and countries that were inadvertantly coded as having no
extractives conflict during the period. The 54 of 74 figure might therefore be considered a lower bound.
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Appendix G: Coding rules for machine-coded conflict outcome

Using the Peruvian Defensorı́a del Pueblo report, incidents were coded as environmental conflict using
a keyword search in Stata. First, the universe of extractive industries related events were subset from
the original data, by using two keyword searches for mining and hydrocarbons search terms. Second,
environmental conflict events were identified using the relevant descriptive words in Spanish.

gen mining= ( regexm ( co n t e n t , ” miner ” ) )
gen p e t r o = ( regexm ( co n t e n t , ” p e t r o ” ) )
gen n o n e x t r a c t i v e =( mining ==0 & p e t r o ==0)

gen e n v i r o = ( regexm ( co n t e n t , ” r e c h a z ” ) | regexm ( co n t e n t , ” i n v i a b ” ) |
regexm ( co n t e n t , ” r e t i r o ” ) | regexm ( co n t e n t , ” c o n t r a ” ) |
regexm ( co n t e n t , ” contam ” ) | regexm ( co n t e n t , ” ambien t ” ) )
i f n o n e x t r a c t i v e !=1
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Appendix H: Additional Tables and Figures

Figure A.7: Number of environmentally-linked extractives riots during 2007-2014

Figure A.8: Average annual bud-
get execution 2005-2011

Figure A.9: Minimum annual
budget execution 2005-2011
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Figure A.10: Extractives as share of department GDP

Appendix I: Summary Statistics

The table below displays summary statistics for the main sample. Three variables are only available
through 2011: percent of budget executed, and local and external employment, while the share of new
public spending going to heavy mining areas is available for the 105 department-year observations
where new spending was initiated.
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Table A.20: Summary Statistics

Variable Obs. Mean S.D.
Commodity Price Index (2001 production facility weights ) 192 -0.01 0.7
Environmental conflict incidents 192 0.46 1.45
High electoral competition (5% threshold) 192 0.33 0.47
Share of departmental budget executed 192 0.88 0.06
Election year (dummy) 192 0.25 0.43
Post EITI (2010 or later) 192 0.63 0.49
Share of department GDP extractives (measured in 2005) 192 0.18 0.17
Canon and Regalia spending (per capita in 1K Soles) 192 0.75 1.42
New govt spending in mining provinces (per province; millions) 192 8.8 2.1
New govt spending in mining provinces (per mine; millions) 192 4.3 8.6
Local employment 120 3369.8 3559.0
Department GDP (billions of 2007 Soles) 192 13.0 26.1
Non-environmental industry rejection incidents 192 0.51 1.66
Note: Observations are 24 Peruvian departments over 8 years

Figure A.11: Peru’s average share of world production during 2010-2013

Commodity Peru’s share
Copper 7.3%
Gold 5.4%
Iron 0.4%
Lead 4.9%
Oil/Gas 0.2%
Silver 13.5%
Tin 10.7%
Zinc 9.6%
Source: US Geological Survey
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